FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Swiftech Introduces Next Generation of All-in-one (AIO) Liquid
Cooling Kits

CES, LAS VEGAS, NV, January 6, 2016 – Rouchon Industries Inc., dba Swiftech®
(OTC Pink Current: RCHN) today announced the release of its next generation of AIO
Liquid Cooling Kits, the Drive X2 and the Drive X2 “Prestige” series.
“Our goals during the development of this series of products were to continue improving
upon the performance of our all-in-one kits, and to broaden their appeal to an even larger
audience,” said Gabriel Rouchon, Swiftech’s Chairman and CEO. “In previous
generations, thermal and acoustic performances were always at the top of our agenda, but
we were also first to introduce the concept of upgradability because we wanted to offer
AIO’s that COULD be customized. This new generation represents the culmination of
our efforts in that direction: what is being presented to the world is a new generation of
products that truly ARE custom kits: they perform like custom kits, they look like custom
kits, and they are user-customizable right out-of-the-box. All this was accomplished
while preserving and improving upon the characteristics that have made AIO’s so popular
today: reasonable cost, superior performance, plug-and-play functionalities, and no
maintenance.”
One of the most significant changes for the Drive X2 series AIO is the fully redesigned
patent-pending radiator/reservoir/pump combo featuring a large clear acrylic reservoir of
tubular shape, and showing the inner workings of the system’s powerful pump. The
radiator comes in 3 sizes, dual 120mm, dual 140mm, and triple 120mm. The large
coolant reserve prolongs operations without maintenance well beyond the 3 year product
warranty. The second component to see substantial changes is the new Apogee XL2 CPU
waterblock now featuring a chrome plated copper base plate and a redesigned housing

with enhanced flow characteristics for better hydraulic performance. The housing is made
of clear acrylic material to visualize the coolant flow path and to create fantastic color
and light reflections thanks to an all-new system of RGB ALED lighting system. The
waterblock installation hardware has been enhanced for an even easier trouble-free
installation, and it is compatible with all current desktop processors. Finally, the kits now
use clear tubing, a remarkable departure from other AIO products made possible by
Swiftech’s use of a large coolant reserve, and most notably the new Addressable RGB
LED (ALED) technology implemented on waterblock, reservoir, and radiator accent
piece.
The “Prestige” version of the kits includes all of the above, but features even more
advanced product updates, focusing on extraordinary performance at low noise, as well as
top shelf hardware. The Prestige line includes the world-renowned Noiseblocker eLoop
fans, that take these kits a step ahead of anything the company ever tested in terms of
thermal performance in near-silent silent operations. Finally, the “Prestige” versions use
Lok-Seal black chrome compression/rotary fittings throughout, for this final touch of
luxury feel that characterizes all true custom systems.
Pricing and Availability
These products will be released for sale to end-users worldwide on January 6, 2016,
during the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, Nevada. Swiftech will be
showcasing their products in a press suite at the Caesar’s Palace Hotel. MSRP on the
H220X2 and H220X2 Prestige starts at USD $139.95 and ranges up to USD $214.95.

Swiftech proudly introduces their Drive X2 and Drive X2 “Prestige” Series

About Swiftech
Swiftech is one of the leading forces driving the high-end thermal management scene in the
personal computing industry. Known for its pioneering work and innovation, Swiftech’s
dedication to high performance, quality, and value have resulted in award winning products that
have set the standard for others to follow. Swiftech is headquartered in Long Beach, CA and
works with leading channel partners, distributors and resellers in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia,
South America and Australia.
The company can be reached at 1-888-857-9438 or www.swiftech.com
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